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About This Game

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations is a real-time strategy game that spans all history.
Start with a single city in the Ancient Age; gather resources; build an infrastructure; research technologies; construct Wonders
of the World such as the Pyramids and the Eiffel Tower; and expand your military might across the world, conquering hostile

nations with bombers, battleships, and tanks—all over your lunch hour!

In Rise of Nations there are:

18 Nations—each with special abilities and unique military units.

Over a hundred military units operating on the ground, sea, and air— from Hoplites to Frigates to Helicopters.

Over two dozen buildings with upgrades and technologies that will take your nation from a small City to an Information
Age society.

14 Wonders of the World—the Terra Cotta Army, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower. Each gives your nation special
bonuses.

More than a dozen map types, ranging from the Amazon Rainforest to the Himalayas to the Nile Delta.
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Conquer the World campaign—a linked series of dozens of scenarios.

The Extended Edition includes:

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations: Thrones and Patriots

New in the Extended Edition:

Improved Visuals

  Improved water

Improved textures

Full-screen anti-aliasing
Full Steamworks Integration

  Multiplayer with ranked matches (ELO)

Achievements

Trading Cards

Cloud saves
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Title: Rise of Nations: Extended Edition
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
SkyBox Labs, Big Huge Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8.1+

Processor: 1.6

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 10+ Capable GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: GPU at least (Integrated HD 3000, 8600GT, etc)

English,French,Italian,German
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The Berlin - Leipzig route by virtualTracks is an obviously lovingly crafted, long route, tons of detail, lots of mixed traffic in the
scenarios, gorgeous stations and scenery. Unfortunately the provided DB BR 101 locomotive is quite feature-free. None of the
features included with the tracks are operational, you cannot even use the in-cab throttle, AD keys, HUD or controller only. No
instrument lights, cab light or passenger view. No AFB makes the runs challenging, and there is already plenty enough going on
to keep you busy. The manual does point to the virtualRailroads website where you can purchase detailed locomotives, but no
scenarios are included.

The manual also points to a link to a zip file with "A" variants of all scenarios, but the link is broken, think you would have to
buy the locos for these, which is fine (if it worked).

I provisionally recommend this route, hoping there will be some advanced locomotives made available for it including good
career scenarios, or some enterprising folks here will develop Workshop scenarios that can take full advantage of the huge
potential of this route. Meanwhile, I will very much enjoy the content that is provided.... A fun roguelike game in an infinite,
randomly generated, hyperbolic world.

A roguelike is a game in the style of the classic game "Rogue" or the more modern game nethack, where the basic actions are to
move from the space you're in to another space, or attack a monster in that space. Hyperrogue strips down this gameplay by
having most enemies die in one hit and so does the player, and by having few items besides treasure to collect and various single-
use magical orbs.

The twist here is that rather than being able to move on a square grid, instead a grid of hexagons and heptagons is used, with
seven hexagons surrounding each heptagon, and each hexagon surrounded by 3 hexagons and 3 heptagons. Such a grid is only
possible in a hyperbolic plane, that is, one with negative curvature.

Despite the limitation that almost all enemies die in one hit, as do you, combat is interesting and exciting because the game stops
you from moving somewhere that will get you killed next turn. You only die if you are "checkmated", that is, if all availble
moves would kill you. The game gets harder as you collect more treasue because more enemies appear.

Various different "lands" exist, with different obstacles, different enemies and different treasure. Some areas you can't get to
unless you fulfill a particular requirement of treasure collected. The sheer amount of unique areas, and the randomness, means
the game is fresh every time.

Great!. Its not a bad game. Somewhat older graphics and style of gameplay. It seemed very simplified game at first but later it
becomes harder as you start to travel further from the begining. I realized later after constantly dying often that this wasnt so
simple of a game. Some creatures are extremely hard to kill, and the trick of running to edge of the map to heal on the other
side of the next map, is what I mostly did to try and survive. (that and to save often) Its a worthy game in my opinion and I
enjoyed very much. Just waiting for the next version to come out on steam.. If you like games with a slower pace and no combat
then this should be the game for you. Also its hard to actual get the "best" ending.. this game is very interesting , exciting,
amazing
you must to play 'Bouncy Bob' during your lifetime!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Have no regrets ...NEVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Fabulous American route! Truly wonderful scenery! The locos included are very
nice. I only wish that it included some D&RGW passenger stock, but that has now been remedied by the Rio Grande Zephyr
add-on. I highly recommend it for any American enthusiast or any British enthusiast who loves the Durango &
Silverton\/Cumbres & Toltec.. I very much enjoy the gameplay. This has extra depth over comparable abstract strategy games
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and the rules are complex enough to puzzle over but simple enough to learn quickly. My only complaints are about the
application rather than the board game: you cannot save move histories from a game (e.g. chess notation) and you can't spectate
other peoples' games. These two features would make this game perfect in my eyes.
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i..i just couldnt get into it and i like visual novels for story and outcome and yes the hentai is a good bonus as well but this
was...sooooo boooring. This game is fun for what it is.. very happy i didnt waste money... Its a funny game for a small price.
You cant do wrong in buying it ;). I like this game, but there are a few problems with it for me.
First, it has terrible frame rate when outside, might be too many entities or somthing that i don't know about. (by the way, i have
a pretty good computer, it runs more complicated games better than the streets of this game)

Second, I found the controls a little funky, I tried to turn around but it didn't read me hitting the button, that happend both
indoors and out.

Those are the only two problems that I found with the game so far. And I hope not to find more.. While it might be just another
coop platform puzzler, it features sins! Yehaw!. Good day, reader. Let's get straight to the point: I do believe the third episode
of WEE is worth your time and money if you've read and liked the other two episodes, but might not be worth it if you didn't
enjoy any of the previous two episodes or if episode two was the only one you enjoyed because of your waifu Eleanor.

From an entertainment standpoint I have to say that I enjoyed this one less than the two previous ones and I would like to talk
about the reasons for that. I admit it's been a while since I have read episodes one and two, so take any comparison between
them and this one with the whole salt shaker. I also can’t shake the feeling that I might’ve missed a few points on the story, so
take that into consideration when reading.

The first difference between episode three and the first and second episodes is character interaction. Understandably, most of
the important characters in the other episodes have minor roles here because most of the time Hal is doing his own work, which
isn’t really related to such characters, although it is still a little disappointing that some interesting characters were shoved to the
side. That doesn’t mean there isn’t character development at all. Marco, a minor character from the second episode is present
throughout the third one and proves to be a great support to Hal. We also see how confident Chris’ growth and how far she has
reached. My nitpick with it is that there are much less interaction compared to the other episodes and many of it is for the sake
of the plot.

The second difference would be that the third episode is way WAY heavier on economics. Like, really heavy. I am pretty much
a layperson on the matter, but I didn’t have any trouble keeping up with the plot in the other two episodes, but there were various
moments in the third one that the information was too much for me to process. Many technical terms are used and the novel
even gives you a small summary explaining some of them, but it is still easy to get lost if you’re not used to it. It’s not a bad thing
per se, but I didn’t find it particularly enjoyable.

The third difference would be the plot progression and this is tied to the second point. Most of the episode is spent on
economics talk and it might get tiring if you, like me, isn’t too fond of it, but what I disliked the most is that there are too many
passages where a character says something only for it to be a gateway for more technical explanation and for Hal to make a
move. Minor spoiler ahead:  Come on, if you’ve read it you know I’m talking about Eleanor. She went to meet Hal because the
plot demanded he stayed on the Moon, so that was the only way for her to appear on the story to have that heartfelt talk with Hal
and then disappear like that.

Another complaint I have about episode three is the main conflict presented in the last part of the episode. Although its
culmination is presented 4/5 into the story as a result of many other things which were shown throughout the story it felt like it
came and went too quickly. It is mentioned in the story at some point that the solution might have some negative consequences,
but it is left abstract how negative it would and it’s further downplayed by the fact it isn’t show to the reader the results of
carrying on with what they came up with. I might be wrong, of course, but this was the point where I felt the author either got
tired of the story or didn’t know what to do with it anymore and just wanted to end it.

That brings me to my final complaint that is the lack of a proper epilogue for a proper closure to the story and what became of
some things like the Housing Project, presented at the start of the story, Hal’s own dream and some more.

All in all, I think this has been a worthy ride, with some disappointments here and there. It certainly could’ve been more than
what it was, but it has been great nonetheless. If you decide to read it, I hope you enjoy it as much if not more than I did.
Criticism is always welcome.
. How to Survive Barricade! DLC Review
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Explore all day and defend all night, How long will you last?

Please note that this Review may contain spoilers from the Base game

Some key points that this game add on has to offer:

1.\tNew game mode: Barricade!
2.\tUnique crafting recipes.

Replayability:

How to Survive Barricade! DLC is fun, when played co-op with a buddy; chances are if you have one that enjoys this game as
much as you do, the two of you will be taking this mode out to test your skills in the all new defensive game mode. It has access
to all the DLC content that the game has to offer, so you can truly put your skills to the test to see how long you can hold out
against the undead.

MGRza\u2019s Conclusions:

How to Survive Barricade! DLC is fun with a buddy, alone it kind of feels like a drag, it is boring and not very inspiring to play,
but then again this game mode isn\u2019t really meant to be played alone.

Keeping an already injured survivor from being attacked by hordes of Zombies while keeping yourself alive is a two Zombie
slayer job. The game mode can be played at every difficulty level the game has, yeah even on Kovac\u2019s Way, once the
game started you will start in a small camp on Santa Barbara Island with Henry being on a stretcher; Your goal is to prevent him
from being attacked and killed, if Henry dies it is game over.

Looking at your screen; on the top you will see the timer running counting the seconds of how long you\u2019ve been holding
out and at the bottom you can see Henry\u2019s health bar.

During the day you scavenge for food and materials; small sectors at a time grabbing everything you can carry back to home
base, it is here that you will notice that certain new items can be found such as planks and steel plates. These items are used to
construct barricades which can be built to funnel and redirect zombies to your play style or strategy, along with these barricades
you can also build turrets that can help you keep the zombies off of Henry, provided you have ammunition for them to fire.

Much of the Island is closed down either by foliage that you have to chop down or burn other areas are blocked off by
barricades that require explosives to destroy, as you scavenge by day picking up materials you craft and improve your arsenal to
better protect your little camp. As you manage to open up more of the island, so does the amount of materials you can scavenge
increase.

Scavenge and explore by day, defend by night that is when the horde attacks\u2026 As the days goes by the Zombies start
getting stronger and stronger, the amount of Zombies that attack you also increases and at the end of every fifth wave a boss
attacks as well.

As I mentioned, this game mode can be fun with a buddy, but solo I do not recommend it, it is a bore to go at it alone, a few
things that could of made this a more fun and unique experience; instead of a static location we should of had a few randomized
locations that are available to defend from, Henry cannot be healed, so every life point he has is precious. There is no
completing this mode, there is only you holding out until you eventually die or until Henry dies.

The Digits:

New Look (Does this content offer something new besides for character and missions, such as new areas, new enemies): 6\/10
DLC Content (Does this DLC offer enough content to make it a worthy DLC): 6\/10
Quest line originality (Main quest plus side quest lines originality and enjoyment): 6\/10
Enjoyment Scale (Overall enjoyment of the game, scale of maps, time of missions, is it fun or a drag): 6\/10
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Value for Money (Is the price worth this content): 7\/10

By: MGR
Overall Score 62%

Additional info:

Platforms: PC: Mac: Xbox: PlayStation
Genre: Zombies: Indie: Crafting: Tower Defense: Survival
Tag Line: There is no Escape, only holding out.
Censor Rating: Mature
Age Rating: N\/A
Developer: Eko Software
Publisher: 505 Games
Release Date: 20 October 2014

MGRza Steam Curator:
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/32364038\/

Full reviews here:
https:\/\/mgrza.wordpress.com\/. What a fun little game! Beautiful, colourful, a bit silly and well-designed. Nuanced and
detailed enough to be interesting, user-friendly and easy enough not to be a frustrating first-time experience. I'd certainly
recommend it to any first-time players of city-builder type games.

My only complaint is that it is too short! There is A, one, SINGLULAR map to play, afterwhich your only option is to change
your username and replay the exact same map again. The estimated "12 hours of gameplay" I read in the game's overview is
pretty padded. I've played it through twice in just over 9 hours. For the $5 I spent though? Completely worth it!

I would be delighted to hear if this company planed to release a larger, multi-episodic expansion or sequel to this game, and treat
this short-short version like a beta test. I'd be quite willing to pay more money for a bigger version of this game.. I have
crippling depression
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